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AMD Performance Counters 

 FetchMem – data read from global memory 

 FastPath and CompletePath – data written to global 

memory (two different buses) 

 FastPath is an optimized hardware path, but supports only 

simple operations (32-bit+ data types, no atomics) 

 100+ GB/s measured throughput 

 CompletePath handles sub-32-bit data and advanced 

operations 

 20 GB/s measured throughput 

 This bus design is specific to AMD 

 



AMD Performance Counters 

 L1CacheHit – percentage of fetches that hit in L1 

memory 

 Texture memory is cached on AMD systems 

 



Performance Counters 

 Running Example: Matrix Addition 

 Data set information 

 2048 x 2048 threads created 

 64 threads/wavefront 

 65536 wavefronts 

 

 

 



Performance Counters 

 Fetch Mem (data read from global memory) 

 For AMD, memory transactions are based on quarter-
wavefronts (currently)  

 64-byte reads 

 The workgroup dimensions affect the amount of useful 
data read each access 

 Reading down a column creates bank conflicts 

 For worst case 4 useful bytes per read (or 1/16th of memory 
transaction)  

 For 8x8 case, ½ of data is useful 

 



Performance Counters 

 Memory writes 

 No as much information is available about bus design 

 No extra penalty for writing 8x8 workgroup 

 Just over 4X penalty in bytes written for worst-case 

scenario 

 



Performance Counters 

 Memory access pattern has a huge effect on performance 

 Biggest performance bottleneck if done incorrectly 

 Memory reads from quarter-wavefronts (16 threads) can be 

coalesced 

 Single memory address sent, multiple data items are retrieved 

 

176X faster 



Performance Counters 

 SIMD utilization (i.e., useful work) 

 Amount of time ALUs are busy (ALUBusy) * how full they 

are (ALUPacking) 

 Low utilization implies memory latency or not enough 

threads scheduled 

 



Memory Bandwidth 

 Effective memory BW = (Br + Bw)/T 

 Br = total number of bytes read 

 Bw = total number of bytes written 

 T = time required to run the kernel 

WG Dims 1x64 8x8 64x1 

Br 512MB 64MB 32MB 

Bw 70.1MB 16MB 16MB 

T 73.9ms 1.5ms 0.42ms 

BWeff 7.7GB/s 52.1GB/s 111.6GB/s 



AMD Stream Profiler 

 Dynamic profiler (GPU and CPU) 

 Visual Studio plug-in 

 Reports performance counters from devices and static 

information from the binary 

 Works in a limited scope for the CPU (mostly just static 

information) 



AMD Stream Profiler 

 Selecting performance counters 



AMD Stream Profiler 

 Performance counters 



AMD Stream Profiler 

 Program trace 



NVIDIA Visual Profiler 

 Similar to AMD Stream Profiler 

 View timing information 

 Presents hardware utilization statistics (occupancy)  

 Register usage, % of max threads, etc 

 Provides performance counters 

 PROTIP: If you don’t release all of your OpenCL 

resources, the profiler throws a cryptic error message 



NVIDIA Visual Profiler 



NVIDIA Parallel NSIGHT Debugger 

 Parallel NSIGHT Debugger 

 Live GPU Debugger 

 Not available for OpenCL 

 Can set breakpoints in GPU code, single step through code 

 Can view memory contents (global, shared, local memory) 

 



NVIDIA Parallel NSIGHT Debugger 



NVIDIA Parallel NSIGHT Analyzer 

 Visualization of program execution flow 

 Kernel calls 

 Driver functions calls 

 Memory transfers 

 Similar to AMD Stream Profiler 



NVIDIA Parallel NSIGHT Analyzer 


